
What to learn from µ decay, about neutrinos and other light physics?
Homework for PSI HIMB Workshop[1], april 6-9, 2021

PSI has a low-energy continuous beam of µ+, which it considers to upgrade to ∼ 10
10µ+/sec. Adrian asks whether its

interesting to better measure Michel parameters. So question: what can one learn about New Physics in muon decay? “Pebbles”
(=•) are questions/things to think about; stars(=⋆) are things to do.

Reading the PDB

lifetime

The lifetime of the muon ≈ GF , was measured by MuLAN collaboration[3] (PSI) with ∼ 1.6× 1012µ+ to ≃ 1ppm. In
the PDB review (EW model and constraints on NP; Erler and Freitas), it says all EW parameters enter the fits, but GF

is so precisely determined by MuLan, that other observables have little effect on its value (next best determinations,
from EWfit and mesons selon Crivellin et al [4] are to ∼ few parts in 104.)
• is there point to measure better? If yes, and if want GF rather than τµ, then are loop effects specific to muon decay
calculated to sufficient precision (need to subtract them to get GF )?

final states

The final states listed in the PDB are

eν̄eνµ eν̄eνµγ eν̄eνµe
+e− eνeν̄µ eγ eēe eγγ

... 6 · 10−8 3 · 10−5 < 1.2× 10−2 < 4.2× 10−13 < 10−12 < 7.2× 10−11

The observed modes are to right of central double line; the neutrino flavours maybe are assumed, not observed(?).
But neutrino oscillation experiments might be better able to test “wrong” flavour neutrinos decays (See [19, 20]).

It seems that all µ → e + invisible are effectively included in µ → eν̄µνe?

Among the unobserved decays (not including µ → eγ and → eēe):
µ → eν̄eνµ : for ν-osc expts? (?better limit on BR by combining sin θ13 of T2K (νµ → νe)+ reactors (ν̄e disappear)?)
µ → eγγ : µA → eA has better sensitivity to ēΓµFF [14] than the current Crystal Box bd[15] (but µA → eA can

not test ēΓµFF̃ ∼ ēΓµ~E · ~B)
• Is this decay discussed for MEGII/MEGII-forward?

Michel parameters

Michel parameters describe the angular distribution and polarisation of the electron in muon decay. Lots of diverse
notn in PDB.
⋆ Make some new notation? If write

Ca
X(µΓaPXe)Aa ,Γa ∈ {I, γα, σαβ}, X ∈ {L,R}

Aa describes the invisible part of the amplitude, that would allow to map arbitrary invisible decay to Michel param?
⇒ What Aa is for three possible Lorentz currents of leptons, and various BSM invisibles?

1. two-body is kinematically distinct from > 2 final state particles. In[13], from the Lagrangian (X ∈ {L,R})

L = g0XXePXµ+ g1X
i∂αX

Λ
eγαPXµ+ gVX

Xαβ

2Λ
eσαβPXµ (1)

the branching ratios are obtained:

BR(µ → eX) =
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where the numerical bounds arise from applying the TRIUMF “isotropic” bound BR< 2.6 × 10−6. (One sees
equivalence of Yukawa and derivative couplings for X: g0X ↔ mµ

Λ
g1X , but YU notes that this will not follow from

eqns of motion for a bound muon?)

• Is it possible, a flavour-changing renormalisable vertex with a massive vector: A
′αeγαPXµ ?

But ideally want differential decay rate for polarised muon decay; would allow to check that studies for a apply
also to γ′, and possible diffs between derivative and Yukawa couplings of scalars?
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2. three or more final states (with muon polarisation?) includes Michel parameters in the case of 2 invisible fermions.
Also 2-bosons, two neutrinos + a boson, 3 bosons, etc.
exercise for calculators of µ → eν̄eνµγ , eν̄eνµe

+e− :)
Allows to figure out constraints Michel parameters set on decays to two invisibles...

New Physics in µ → e + I (and µ → eγ + I (or µ → eēe + I?)), where I =

invisible

Consider invisibles to be an even number of light neutral fermions (“neutrinos”), one or more light bosons, or two
neutrinos and a boson. The boson is called X , and can be a (pseudo)scalar s or a vector γ′, potentially massive.

Suppose I is just made of neutrinos?

That is, does one learn about New Physics by better measuring Michel parameters?

1. selon Crivellin etal[4], yes.

2. neutrino oscillation expts must know something about angular distribution and flavour of neutrinos from muon
decay; how does this compare to Michel parameters?

3. ... µ → eēe + ν̄ν ? Can one learn anything here that one does not learn in µ → e + ν̄ν...rate is lower, is that
useful??

Suppose a light invisible boson X in I
There are interesting talks at FIP2020 [2], and Physics BeyondColliders writeup[6] is relevant.

Can wonder if mX < mµ is allowed by other constraints? ... depends on other interactions of X . Lets focus on X
who interacts with leptons:

1. if X has flavour-diagonal couplings >∼ 10−10±few with electrons/charged-first-generation-fermions

(a) astrophysical/cosmo bounds exclude mX <∼ MeV (∼ TU @ BBN,Tcore for a Red Giant ∼ 10 keV)

(b) there is a SN constraint that can reach mX <∼ 10 MeV, for couplings somewhere around ∼ 10−6±few

(c) in the PhysicsBeyondColliders paper [6] (see “Figure 18” and “Figure 39”), there is an un-excluded triangle
for mγ′ >∼ 10 MeV, gγ′ee <∼ 10−4, gγ′ee >∼ 10−6(100MeV/mX)2. (I relate kinetic mixing parameter ǫ to
coupling as gγ′ee ∼ ǫe). Above this triangle is the gX → 1 band that is excluded by the energy frontier for
“not-to-small” masses, and below this triangle is the diagonal line excluded by beam dump expts, who aim
to detect X at a detector behind a hill (so X has to get through the hill).

2. if X has flavour-changing interactions with charged leptons (ie µXē), then can have 2-body decay µ → eX .

(a) TRIUMF looked for 2-body muon decays (Jodidio etal[7], TWIST[8]), in various scenarios. JodidioEtal
obtain BR(µ → ea) ≤ 2.6 × 10−6 for an ≈ massless scalar (assumed isotropic distribution of e wrt polar-
isation of µ, so searched at min of SM distribution), whereas TWIST can constrain up to mW ∼ 80 MeV
(BR(µ → ea) ≤ 5.8× 10−5 for isotropic es), and considered anisotropically distributed e.

(b) These studies are applied/recast to ALPs in the detailed pheno study [9], whose summary plot is below.

⋆ is it obvious that µ → eX decay is the same for a free µ+ and a µ+e− bd state? (by analogy with muon
decay when in bd state with nucleus, where electron spectrum is distorted)
Ref [5] studied the change to SM muon lifetime from being in µ+e− bd state, say has to be ∝ α,m2

e/m
2
µ,

and found effect O(α2m2
e/m

2
µ).

I wonder about relative rates/experimental interest of µ+ → e+γs, and (µ+e−) → γs?

(c) MEGforward envisages to search for such µ → e+invisibledecays, and a letter of Intent has been submitted
to snowmass, with aim to explore the broad context of light NP (s, a, γ′) that could appear in µ decay [10].

(d) There is also a snowmass LoI about searching for µ− → e−X at COMET [11], who estimate a sensitivity
of order BR(µ → ea)

√
single event sensitivity ∼ 10−8, for SES to µA → eA of ∼ 10−17.

µ → e+X in orbit is different from the free decay, because the electron energy is not fixed by 4-momentum
conservation; instead, the electron spectrum has a tail of energy up to mµ − EB − Erec (where EB was
binding energy of muon and Erec is recoil energy of nucleus): only ∼ 10−10 of the electrons are above ∼ 95
MeV, ie at the end-pt where µA → eA expts look for electrons. The spectrum was calculated in [12], and
discussed recently for various X in [13]. It has a slightly different shape at the endpt from the e spectrum
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from decay in orbit (?drops as ∼ (∆E)3 — more or less; see[13] discussion — whereas e from decay in orbit
drop as (∆E)5)?) Czarnecki etal constrain the µ → e{a, s} decay by allowing all the events near the endpt
to be from this process(?), and obtain BR<∼ 10−3 from Gold.

3. still for X with flavour-changing interactions with charged leptons (ie µXē), can have decay µ → eγX .

(a) searched for by Crystal Box[15], with ∼ 1012 stopped muons, and obtained BR(µ → eγX) < 1.3×10−9[16].
This bound applies for a massless X (?or sufficiently light; see comments after ref)

(b) there are various theoretical recasts of MEG results:[31, 32]...

• does MEG do this?
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4. if X only interacts with neutrinos...

(a) there should be a BBN bound (or not, if allow an extra 2 dof at BBN), and the lab expts that rely on
production/detection via charged leptons would not constrain such particles at tree level (so “Figure 18”
does not apply).

(b) there is a SN bound[25, 26], for both flavour-diagonal and flavour-changing vertices. [25] have a massless
majoron, but express their exclusions in curious way I did not try to understand. [27] give exclusion of

3× 10−7 <∼ gαβ <∼ 2× 10−5

(for αβ ∈ {eµ} ?). The SN bounds for αβ ∈ {eµ} of [26] (?computed only from inverse decays νν → φ) for
10MeV ≃ m (excusion is mass-dep) roughly exclude

2 → 20× 10−9 <∼ gαβ <∼ .5 → 1× 10−6

•? is there a stellar burning bound on scalars who only couple to neutrinos? (no bath of neutrinos)

(c) “sticky” neutrinos could help address the H0 tension; according to [33] they should ideally have a four-
neutrino vertex strength Gν ∼ 1/(4.6MeV )2 → 1/(90MeV )2 or Gν ∼ 4× 109GF → 107GF . This suggests
mediator should be kinematically accessible in muon decay (even with couplings to neutrinos of O(1)).

(d) There is a bound from 0ν2β on light scalars (with L = 0) coupled to νe : the renormalisable coupling should
be gee <∼ 10−4.

(e) for very light bosons s coupled to neutrinos, there is a bound from solar neutrino oscillations: if heavy
neutrino mass eigenstates decayed into lighter ones, would disagree with observations, so in neutrino mass
eigenstate basis g21ν2ν1J <∼ 10−3 [28].
⋆ : according to [29], which has ∼ 200 citations, there is an Icecube bound; what is it? Might apply to any
flavour?

(f) Lessa and Peres consider a majoron J coupled as gαβναγ5νβJ , and use the observation of GelminiRoncadelli
and Nussinov [30] that J bremstrahlung in pion decay gives an energy distribution to the charged lepton
(GRN give formula) and dispenses with the chirality suppression factor. LP get the best bds from Kaon
decays K → eν̄ and K → µνν̄ (where they say they K → µν̄J would appear):

geα <∼ 3.3× 10−3 gµα <∼ 9.5× 10−3 (meson decays)

where α ∈ {e, µ, τ} (its a ν flavour).
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They also consider bounds from muon decay. Using PDG results of 2006 (I did not check; where do they
get GF from? β-decay?), they obtain

gµα <∼ 2× 10−2 (µ decay)

Then they consider Michel parameters: plot the spectrum for µ → νν̄J as a function of Ee, since it mostly
affects large Ee, they treat Majoron as a modification of the ρ parameter (again I not check; what value of
ρ did they take?) and obtain

gµα <∼ 9× 10−2 (Michel param = ρ)

So umm. Suggests that need to improve Michel parameters significantly, if want to compete with pseu-
doscalar meson constraints on neutrino properties?
⋆ what are loopholes to that conclusion? Does it apply for scalars, pseudoscalars, vectors... ? (read scalar
Peres paper in[27])
Initial question (?from Adrian?) was “ what can one learn about light NP from Michel params”; since above
estimates suggest that BRs are more restrictive, can one show that in absence of a discovery, its more
interesting to constrain rates than angular shapes? (With and without 4π detector...)

⋆ Matching out heavy sector of models with light NP coupled to (sterile) neutrinos — somewhere, there is a
portal to the SM. At what loop level does it generate interactions of X with charged leptons?
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A Appendix:to build singlet majoron model [25]

Suppose a one-gen Lagrangian with two singlet fermions (so can do inverse seesaw?) and spontaneous breaking of L
by a complex scalar σ who has L=2:

L = ∂µσ
†∂µσ + iN ∂/ N −N c

MN

vσ
σN + iS ∂/ S − Sc

MS

vσ
σS + ℓ

MD

v
HN − SMMN − V (σ,H) + hcas req. (3)

Want SSB of both scalars, so put potential

V (σ,H) = λH(H†H − v2)2 + λσ(σ
†σ − v2σ)

2 + λσH(H†H − v2)(σ†σ − v2σ)

(and suppose λs satisfy appropriate bdded from below bds). Write

σ =
ρ√
2
eiφ/vσ

and then CS make a field redef N → Neiφ/2vσ , S → Seiφ/2vσ and νL → νLe
iφ/2vσ , in order to get the majoron φ out

of the mass terms.
(CHECK: could I make field redefn on charged leptons too? Would have to transform eR too, to keep mass invar?
But selon[26] there are peculiar global syms such that majorons only couple to charged leptons at loop?) Then CS
get:

L = ∂µφ∂µφ+ iN ∂/ N −N cMNN + iS ∂/ S − ScMSS + ℓMDN − SMMN ± ∂µφ

2vσ
(NγµN + SγµS + ℓγµℓ) + hcas req.(4)

where I neglected the dynamics of ρ (included by CS in an appendix).
So it seems the usual effective Lagrangian for majorons is at dim 5 (in not-χ-PT powercounting?) Then [33] include

some dim6 operators that could arise.
⋆ CHECK : does one need to count a la Weinberg for χPT?.

B Appendix: models of bosons who only couple to neutrinos

Lagrangian for the model of [34] must be something like:

L = iνs D/ νs +X(iD/ −mX)X + (Dαhx)
†Dαhx +N(i ∂/ −MN )N + YNsNhXνs + YNℓNH†ℓ− V (hx)

where Dα = ∂α + igQPα, and the DM X annihilates to PP pairs for mX > mP , to neutrinos if mX ≪ mP . (?heavy
N supposed to decay, and hX to annihilate sufficiently?) Without the DM X , this must more-or-less be Yasaman
Farzan’s model?

Does this model make sticky neutrinos?
The idea is that the secluded sector is inhabited by a scalar h who gets a vev, a fermion X who is DM, and a

sterile neutrino νs, who can all talk to each other by exchanging a massive shadow-photon P. They can only talk to
our world via the N who is “heavy”, so at dim5 get secluded-SM-neutrino mass mixing :

YNsYNℓ

MN
hXνsH

†ℓ

If I try to build at dim6, seems to cost two factors of heavy neutrino mass scale (get an N with each ℓ), so get the
gradient operator Y Y †ℓ̄ ∂/ ℓv2/M2 at tree level, or possibly loops, but potentially all very suppressed?

However, I am not sure this is a good model for PSI, because the γ′ coupling to active neutrinos vanishes for
flavour eigenstate neutrinos; it can couple to the sterile component of mass eigenstate neutrinos, but then one needs
the neutrino masses in the process?
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